Ashtrays A must for Fire Insurance

* Prevent the risk of fire * No more lingering smells of smouldering cigarette ends *
Designed for Safety & Durability * Tested by the British Safety council. The Akerson safety ashtrays are already in use in thousands of homes, hotels, ships, public buildings and tanker fleets.

MODEL HC59M
Produced in a hard wearing alloy with a chrome finish. A detachable honeycomb insert incorporating a match holder. Detachable base for easy cleaning and rubber mounts giving an excellent grip on any surface.

MODEL HC59P
Produced in a high grade plastic with detachable base easy cleaning. Available in Black or Walnut.

MODEL HC59W
This wall mounted model is ideal for public buildings, toilets, ships etc. Produced from sheet metal in various finishes.

MODE 90
Practical, simple and inexpensive, round flat style.